**Intertiki Server tab**

**Overview**
Set up Intertiki Server (Master) Sites using this tab

**To Access**
From the **Intertiki** page, click the **Intertiki server** tab.

**Note**
*set up the Intertiki Slave using the associated Intertiki client tab*

---
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**Setting** | **Description** | **Default**
---|---|---
**Intertiki Server Tab** |  |  |
Intertiki shared cookie for sliding auth under same domain: | When enabled a user who logs into or out of any site(slaves or master) is automatically logged into or out of all other sites. (note: feature **rememberme** must be enabled). |  |
Access Log file: | Name of file where you want Access Logs to be stored |  |
Errors Log file: | Name of file where you want Error Logs to be stored |  |
**Known Hosts (New):** |  |  |
Name: | Set the name (label) to use for your client (Slave) server |  |
Key: | This field must match the shared key entered in the Client's (Slave) key field for this server |  |
IP: | IP address of the Client (Slave) server. If unsure Ping it by domain name |  |
Contact: | Not used by Tiki, but enter any information which might be valuable |  |